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Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developer Edition v2.2 – List of Issues Addressed 

 
 

 BUG-000088756 A Portal for ArcGIS upgrade from 10.3 to 10.3.1 breaks the Web AppBuilder Developer 
Edition’s Basemap and Bookmarks widget thumbnails for Imagery with Labels, Light Gray Canvas, Terrain 
with Labels, and thumbnails from the 10.3 Bookmarks widget. 

 BUG-000089822 Web AppBuilder in ArcGIS Online Geoprocessing widget failed to execute the first time if 
input feature is by “Selecting a layer from the map”, when layer is turned off in app. 

 BUG-000090207 The Chart widget in Web AppBuilder produces chart for only the first 2000 records of the 
input hosted feature layer in ArcGIS Online. 

 BUG-000092926 The Analysis widget is blank when the World Traffic service layer is added in the Web 
AppBuilder app. 

 BUG-000093274 Edit widget: Labels disappear when editing is activated in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000093469 When using the Web AppBuilder for Developers 1.3 in the Japanese environment, the 
title of the GeoLookup widget is not localized. 

 BUG-000093552 Web AppBuilder is unable to load the expected symbology from Living Atlas layers the 
second time an app is viewed in a browser or any other subsequent attempts. 

 BUG-000094289 In Portal for ArcGIS 10.3.1, when editing the 'Hi' widget in a web app in Internet Explorer 
(IE) 11, the user is unable to change the text justification. 

 BUG-000096160 The text alignment in the Splash widget does not work when configuring the widget in a 
Web AppBuilder app in Internet Explorer. 

 BUG-000096329 When renaming the field alias in the Geoprocessing widget of a web app, the change is 
not honored when clicking the OK button and exiting the widget editor. 

 BUG-000096404 The swiped layer still shows pop-ups in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000096479 The Search widget does not provide suggestions for feature layer records in the drop-
down list in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000096508 In Portal for ArcGIS, the Route option (car icon) disappears from the Situation Awareness 
widget in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000096702 Web AppBuilder Search widget does not update to the newly added geocoder in existing 
app when one of the existing geocoders was deleted from the app before the new geocoder is added. 

 BUG-000096745 When switching the basemap using Basemap Gallery widget in Web AppBuilder in ArcGIS 
Online, the request to a cached image service that is configured is changed from ImageServer/tile/x/x/x 
to ImageServer/exportImage. 

 BUG-000096824 The Near Me widget in Web AppBuilder fails to set layers if a web map contains a tiled 
web layer. 

 BUG-000096922 In Web AppBuilder, text added in the About widget is displayed as gray when the widget 
is opened, even though the text appears black in the 'Configure this widget' window. 

 BUG-000096935 Analysis widget configured with the extract data tool result loading image spins 
endlessly. 

 BUG-000096936 The note in the Analysis widget configured with the extract data tool could be 
misleading. 

 BUG-000097049 Web AppBuilder apps zoom out automatically when Find Location tool is activated. 

 BUG-000097090 Dates are exported as epoch time instead of a readable time when downloaded as a CSV, 
as a result of the Locate Incident operation of the Situation Awareness widget from Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000097097 The Search widget does not show attachments in Web AppBuilder. 
 BUG-000097127 Labels disappear when using the Edit widget in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000097347 The font used for items in the Layer List widget does not match the font used in other 
widgets in Web AppBuilder. 
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 BUG-000097391 The 'Require confirmation to continue' check box option in the Splash widget does not 
check when the Dart theme is set up in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000097437 Modifying the out-of-the-box Demo widget in Web AppBuilder Developer Edition results 
in a JS Node "Create App Error" and prevents future applications from being developed. 

 BUG-000097447 Edits made to a date field cannot be saved when using the Batch Attribute Editor widget 
in a Web AppBuilder app. 

 BUG-000097534 The Query widget in Web AppBuilder does not honor the ANY function. 

 BUG-000097567 The Query widget in Web AppBuilder returns only 1,000 records even though the 
maxRecordCount parameter value is set for the service. 

 BUG-000097579 The Query widget in Web AppBuilder causes links to photo attachments in feature pop-
ups to no longer be accessible and prompts that a token is required. 

 BUG-000097589 The Search widget is hidden behind the Attribute Table widget while using the 
Launchpad theme. 

 BUG-000097649 The Select widget in Web AppBuilder does not give the correct statistics result. 

 BUG-000097929 When using the Windows default extract zip file options to unzip the Web AppBuilder 2.1 
download, the error "Cannot find module 'isarray' " is returned and the Web AppBuilder app does 
not open. 

 BUG-000097977 The buffer set with a visibility ring created by the Near Me widget in Web AppBuilder 
when searching addresses does not clear off when the widget is closed. 

 BUG-000098056 The on-screen keyboard on certain Android devices comes up and immediately 
disappears when clicking the Search widget in a Web AppBuilder app configured with the Plateau theme. 

 BUG-000098109 The results of Web AppBuilder's Chart widget are limited to the max record count of the 
input feature layer. 

 BUG-000098153 The Filter widget in Web AppBuilder in ArcGIS Online does not honor the "ANY" function. 
 BUG-000098321 Unique values drop down in the Web AppBuilder Query widget do not honor the 

attribute field filter, which was configured in web map. 

 BUG-000098384 Edits made while using a date field as a preset value cannot be saved when using the 
Smart Editor widget in a Web AppBuilder application. 

 BUG-000098491 The Analysis widget is in a perpetual loading state after selecting an analysis tool, when 
the World Traffic Service layer is present in a Web AppBuilder app in ArcGIS Online. 

 BUG-000098498 Attribute table is empty in a Web AppBuilder app that is created with Launchpad theme, 
when the attribute table is opened for the second time from the ellipsis in the Layer List widget. 

 BUG-000098504 Fields marked as hidden but editable in the web map's pop-up configuration cannot be 
edited in the Smart Editor widget in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000098507 Coded domains display their number value and not their text in the Web AppBuilder Info 
Summary widget. 

 BUG-000098545 When setting the Print widget to connect with any ArcGIS Server 10.2 print services in a 
Chrome 52+ browser, the Print widget does not show the layout and format options. 

 BUG-000098553 Web AppBuilder Analysis widget does not add output to the underlying web map (known 
limitation on Chrome 52). 

 BUG-000098592 Parentheses are missing from the REST request for the attribute table when the web 
map in Portal for ArcGIS 10.4 has an 'OR' filter, and the attribute table has its own filter, causing the 
attribute table in Web AppBuilder to submit a 'where' clause that has bad logical operators. 

 BUG-000098640 In ArcGIS Online, the 'Map Title' option fails to display in the Print widget of Web 
AppBuilder with any print services in any web browser. 

 BUG-000098663 The scroll bar in the pop-up window for the Situational Awareness widget in Web 
AppBuilder blocks the display of fields. 

 BUG-000098677 Web AppBuilder Developer Edition is bundled with a self-signed certificate that uses 
SHA1, which is no longer considered secure. 

 BUG-000098722 The Smart Editor widget does not respect field reordering. 

 BUG-000098822 Read only fields are not visible during an edit session in Web AppBuilder. 
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 BUG-000098908 The Search Widget in Web AppBuilder will search only Object ID and not the Text values 
when Object ID field and any other Text fields are configured to be searchable. 

 BUG-000099160 Exporting a CSV file from the Select widget in Web AppBuilder Developer Edition returns 
date in epoch time instead of UTC time. 

 BUG-000099585 The Smart Editor widget does not allow newly added features to be saved and does not 
recognize any required fields after adding the first feature when using Internet Explorer (IE). 

 

 ENH-000083664 Allow queries to be built that can work when some of the parameters are not filled out. 
 ENH-000087675 In Web AppBuilder, provide the ability to select and apply an individual 

parameter/subset of the filter expression in the Query widget. 

 ENH-000092808 Remove zero values from X and Y fields so the Web AppBuilder's Query widget can still 
calculate a valid feature results extent. 

 ENH-000092816 The number of features on the map should match the number of features in the 
Attribute Table widget. 

 ENH-000095391 Allow Web AppBuilder Query Widget to work with null values. 

 ENH-000095964 Include option for nested query in the Query widget. 

 ENH-000095791 When configuring the Search widget in Web AppBuilder (in ArcGIS Online), allow for the 
possibility to specify a scale level at which the application will adhere to when zooming to the selected 
features. 

 ENH-000097197 Add the functionality for users to adjust the Splash widget display window size in Web 
AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000097315 For the Smart Editor Widget in ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder, remove/hide/gray the 
'delete' button when the user does not have permissions to delete the feature. 

 ENH-000097889 Please provide a way to indicate existing values for a field with domain for selected 
features using Batch Attribute Editor widget. 

 ENH-000098142 Request to not turn off the previous query output in the map after executing a new 
query from the Query widget in the ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000098541 Allow sorting of filter drop-downs based on previous filters in Web AppBuilder. 

 

 

 
 
 
 


